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What narrative provides

• a structure to follow

• a social context

• the ability to absorb detail and see the wider 
picture

• integration of the new with what has already 
been learned

• concrete examples for abstract ideas



Narrative Intelligence

• Organize, sequence & show connections 
between events

• Prioritize events

• Understand and convey a central idea / theme

• Recognise different perspectives 

• Understand character and human experience  



Narrative intelligence study

“To recruit qualified instructors, language 
schools can incorporate narrative 
performance as one of the criteria of 
selecting effective instructors.” 

Pishghadam et al. 2011





The 5 Ws and the H

•Who?
•What?
•Where?
•When?
•Why?
•How?



The 5 Ws and the H



The Invisible Man

In his artwork created in the summer of 2011 at 

his Beijing studio, Chinese artist Liu Bolin blends 

Into a background of a supermarket soft drinks 
display. When his assistants finished painting him 

in, he seemed to have disappeared. Entitled 

‘Plasticizer’, the piece expresses Bolin’s shock at 
the discovery of plasticizer in food products. 

Plasticizers are additives generally used to make 

plastic and other non-food products less rigid.  



Active listening: gist and detail



Social context: perspectives

John and Barney



Retelling from different 
perspectives

Work in groups of three. Cover the text. Then 
retell the story from the perspective of:

• A John Byrne
• B The 18-year old youth
• C A member of the emergency services 



Integrating new and old



Key words
• Ξεπέρασε (xeperase)

• Τυφλός (tyflos)

• Γλώσσα (glossa)

• Αυτιά (aftia)

• Κλίκ (clik)

• Ηχώ (icho)

• Νυκτερίδα (nykterida)



Collaborative re-telling



Adapted from Rich Hall, Things Snowball (Abacus, 2002)

An amazing trick















“Why?”



“Oh, I’d never 
sell the frog. 
He’s far too good 
a ventriloquist.”



Concrete examples
of  abstract ideas

Kahneman describes our brain 
as having two systems: System 
One, where we form intuitive 
responses, and System Two, 
where more conscious, 
deliberate thought occurs. The 
problem is that on many 
occasions, System One is 
always trying to help System 
Two, often with imperfect 
information. And so the result 
can be imperfect.



Thinking fast and slow

• You can either have £500 for certain, or 
have a 50% chance of winning £1,000. 
Which would you choose?

• You can either lose £500 for certain, or 
have a 50% chance of losing £1,000. 
Which would you choose?



- What was the key moment in the narrative?
- Who was the conflict between?
- What happened 

next?

Elements of narrative
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